A quick recap. Google and Apple collaborated on providing a framework that others could use to develop tracing apps on iOS and Android. It was a decentralised approach that avoided the long-term storage of any personal information. The UK (and, to be fair, other countries such as France) chose to ignore this platform and go their own way. The UK Government, in particular, wanted a solution that collected data and was open about its intention to keep and exploit this data in the future.

But there was an obvious problem. The reason that Apple and Google developed their platform is that only they can make the necessary changes to the operating systems that would allow Bluetooth to operate in a way that, normally, it\'s explicitly prevented from doing for privacy reasons. Unsurprisingly, the development of the UK app fell behind schedule -- in other words, they simply couldn\'t get it to work in ways that anyone even faintly familiar with development on those platforms could have predicted.

Now the UK has dropped its original plan and has adopted the Apple/Google platform. It is also, apparently, receiving help from Germany, whose own app is open source and based on the Apple/Google API.

There are still privacy concerns, even with the decentralised approach developed by the two tech giants. New York\'s Attorney General, Letitia James, has contacted the firms, demanding that they keep a careful eye on contact-tracing apps appearing in their app stores, for fear that unscrupulous developers will use them to gather personal data. Meanwhile, Norway has dropped its app, Smittestopp, after the country\'s data regulator, Datatilsynet, decreed that the public health authority was not adequately protecting personal data. Amnesty International rated Norway\'s app -- alongside those in Bahrain and Kuwait -- as the "most dangerous" when it comes to privacy. One recent survey found that 84% of UK residents believe that contact tracing data will be misused, with 79% believing it will find its way to advertisers.

But there are many doubts about the usefulness of contact-tracing apps anyway. It\'s easy, these days, to see technology as the answer to all our problems. The old slogan of 'there\'s an app for that\' isn\'t used much more, mostly because we\'ve internalised it and it has become part of our common belief system.

But there\'s little to show for all the app development going on around the world. In the first three weeks following its launch, the French tracking app, StopCovid, received only 68 notifications from people who had been infected and sent out a mere 14 alerts. Only two million people downloaded the app, with around a quarter of those subsequently uninstalling it. Germany did somewhat better, with 14 million people downloading that country\'s app -- but that\'s still a fraction of the population. For such apps to work, they need a critical mass of users -- probably around 60% of the population.

Germany has had good results from its track and trace programme -- but mainly as a result of humans using telephones. Even Apple and Google have become humbler about the importance of the technology they developed, downgrading it from a solution to an aid.

The confusion, delay, failures and suspicion we\'ve seen with contact-tracing apps is an object lesson in how we shouldn\'t always put our faith in technology. It\'s also a warning that we shouldn\'t let important rights, such as privacy, be eroded by something temporary like a pandemic.
